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KEY BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS FY2014‐15

Turning Table from Consumption Driven Inflation Centric Economy to Investment Driven Savings
Centric Economy.

First statement of budget speech gives glimpse of future intents of New Govt.: ‐ “Country is in no
mood to suffer unemployment, inadequate basic amenities, lack of infrastructure and apathetic
governance.” It was loud and clear that “Less Government & More Governance”

Calibrated approach with two fold objective – (1) Fiscal Prudence and (2) Growth Revival.
Indian economy desperately needed stimulation in the form of revival in investment climate by way of faster and
prudent decision making and debottlenecking supply side issues. So far it was consumption which was being
promoted causing inflationary scenario. However union budget 2015 has clearly spelled out ways and means &
intents for promoting infrastructure and manufacturing segments coupled with judicious focus on agri and inflation.

FY15 Fiscal Deficit Target at 4.1% of GDP sounds ambitious, but would be excellent if achieved under the light of
subdued growth surrounded by uncertain global environment. The net tax revenue growth of 20% is quite aggressive
even assuming a gradual growth recovery whereas the disinvestment target is doable. There was a road map for
further fiscal consolidation with fiscal deficit target of 3.6% for 2015‐16 & 3% for 2016‐17.

Govt. has kept oil subsidy unchanged at Rs.634bn which was given in interim budget. We must notice that, out of this,
Rs.350bn is already gone for making payment for last year’s unpaid subsidies. This indicates, there would be either
continuous fuel reforms or higher burden on upstream companies similar to last year.

There has been more focus laid on plan expenditure (+27%) which shows that the govt. wants infra‐related sector to
see higher funding. Plan increase is targeted towards Agriculture, capacity creation in Health and Education, Rural
Roads and National Highways Infrastructure, Railways network expansion, clean energy initiatives, development of
water resources, river conservation plans, Skill Development & Social Securities.
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KEY BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS FY2014‐15

In FY15 there has been no change in gross market borrowing of Rs.6trn, which is good for the bond markets.

While it is a bad idea to have legal provisions that allows tax authorities open up tax liability of the companies for the
long time gone by, but, it is equally important for a country to keep the door open for wrongdoing of tax evaders.
Hence, it was prudent from the Govt. side to be clear of not using fresh retrospective window but at the same time
carefully reviewing existing litigations. Retrospective tax clause has not been changed, but FM has proposed that all
cases arising from retro clause will be scrutinized by CBDT before any action is taken to ensure companies are not
harassed.

Reforms & Budget hardly goes hand in hand, but this time it has:
GST: Work is in final stage with states coming to agreement with center. Govt. is hopeful of sailing through of gaining
support by the end of this financial year.

FDI: After long waiting, NDA Govt. has proposed FDI in defense and insurance to 49% from 26%. In real estate FDI
norms have been made easier by reducing requirements of built up area by 60% and capital conditions by 50%.

There are statements made towards creating a free market for agricultural produce and also new Urea Policy would
be formulated.

The pending insurance laws (amendment) Bill to be immediately brought for consideration of the Parliament.

All round efforts to woo foreign investors with concrete efforts to reduce tax litigations and simplify tax structure.
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KEY BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS FY2014‐15

SUMMARY & VIEW:
The Budget 2013‐14 is being presented in the backdrop of a decade low GDP growth rate and continuing
uncertainties in the global economic scenario. The Government is faced with the unenviable task of providing a kick
start to the revival of growth process by continuing reforms to attract investments, while at the same time vacate
space for private investments through adequate fiscal consolidation measures.

In the last 2 years major projects have remained stuck in policy paralysis over green clearances and land acquisition.
The roads and highways sector found little interest among private players and large sections were cancelled on
account of policy confusion and stressed financials of developers. Owing to the policy deadlock, the mining sector
was also on contraction mode for most of the time and construction activities had come to a near standstill.

However, on the macroeconomic front, things have begun to look up and the outlook for 2014‐15 appears positive.
With a change in leadership at the center, business confidence is slowly growing, bolstered by comprehensive and
multi‐dimensional measures proposed by the new government in its commitment to achieving high economic
growth. Considering the extent of development required India will have to fast track efforts to effectively translate
today’s potential into tomorrow’s reality.

Project Management Group (PMG), under the aegis of the Cabinet Committee on Investment (CCI), has purportedly
cleared 296 projects worth Rs.6.6 lakh Cr., nearly half of which have already hit the ground. Expediting on this action
will benefit the beleaguered infrastructure sector during the course of the current fiscal year.
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KEY BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS FY2014‐15

With High Fiscal Deficits and slowing GDP growth, there were high expectations from the Budget from new Govt.,
which are mostly met. However, budget is not necessarily the only time to spell out all reforms, and as indicated
above, many bills/policies are scheduled to be on table in the coming months. Off‐late we have seen many important
announcements coming outside of budget and same should be continued going ahead.

In the long run, concrete steps to curb corruption & improve Governance, Tax & Judicial reforms are key to sustain
high growth. This year’s Budget certainly throws light on it.

Net‐net, emphasis of the Union Budget was on fiscal prudence, growth revival, transport infrastructure
development, simplifying tax structure, housing‐sanitation‐water, addressing the supply side bottlenecks to control
the inflation, rural infrastructure development and supporting least developed North East and J&K regions.
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Sectoral Impact Analysis

KEY BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS FY2014‐15
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AGRICULTURE & FERTILIZERS

BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT

POSITIVE

Higher budgetary allocation with greater emphasis towards
Crop Insurance, Irrigation, Warehousing, Watershed
Management etc.
(PMKSY ‐ Rs.10 bn; Warehouse Fund – Rs.50 bn; Crop
Insurance – Rs.28 bn; Watershed – Rs.21 bn)

This would encourage investments in the Agricultural Sector &
enhance the flow of orders to allied agricultural companies.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : Jain Irrigation, Finolex Inds etc.

Agriculture Credit target set at Rs.8 lakh Crs for FY15. Also it
has proposed additional 3% interest on subsidy on farm loans
for timely repayment.

Higher credit availability for agri sector will help achieve the
desired food grains production.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : Monsanto, Bayercorp, Rallis India etc

New Urea policy to be introduced All fertilizer manufacturers likely to be benefitted.
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BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT

POSITIVE

Excise Duty on Small cars, Motor Cycles, Scooters and
Commercial Vehicles reduced to 8% from 12%
Personal Income tax exemption limit raised to Rs 2.5 laks from
Rs 2 lakhs, leaving higher disposable income in the hands of
consumer.

OEMs have passed on the benefits of lower excise duty to
consumers leading to accelerated sales.
Higher disposable income will enable incremental consumer
spending and demand for two wheelers and small cars can pick
up.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : Maruti Suzuki, Bajaj Auto, Hero Motor, TVS Motors, etc.

Excise Duty on SUVs reduced to 24% from 30% To help improve sale of SUV which is already reeling under
severe downtrend.

COMPANIES IMPACTED :  Mahindra & Mahindra 

Excise Duty on Large Cars Reduced to 24% from 27% and on
Mid Segment Cars to 20% from 24%

To help improve demand

COMPANIES IMPACTED : Maruti Suzuki

The above excise duty cut was announced in the Interim
Budget by UPA Govt & was valid till 30‐06‐2014 which was
subsequently extended till 31‐12‐2014 by the Current NDA
Govt.

Extension of excise duty is positive for all auto ancillary
manufacturers as the demand from OEMs will go up.

AUTO & AUTO ANCILLARY
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BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT

POSITIVE

FDI in Insurance to be hiked to 49% from 26%, with full
control of Indian Management.

Higher availability of long term capital to domestic insurance
companies. Will enable coming out with newer products.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : Max India, AB Nuvo, Reliance Capital, Exide, Bajaj Finserve

Banks to be allowed to raise long‐term funds for infra lending
with exemption from maintaining SLR, CRR and Priority Sector
Lending

Relaxation on maintaining SLR, CRR and PSL will help banks to
improve ROE in the long run and also manage Asset Liability
Match.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : IDFC and All Banks with high Infra exposure like ICICI Bank , SBI etc.

Higher Budgetary allocation of Rs 120 bn to NHB Higher availability of long‐term capital for Housing Finance
Companies

COMPANIES IMPACTED : All Housing Finance Companies like LIC Housing, Can Fin Homes, etc.

Tax exemption on Interest paid on Housing Loans hiked from
Rs 1.5 lakh to Rs 2 lakh

Will incentivize individuals in buying new homes leading to
higher credit off take

COMPANIES IMPACTED : All Housing Finance Companies and Banks, etc.

Gross market borrowings and net market borrowings target has been kept unchanged as per interim budget at Rs.6 Trillion and
Rs 4.6 Trillion which will help stable bond yield resulting in RBI considering easing interest rates and hence will be positive for
bank’s investment book.

BFSI
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BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT

POSITIVE

Increase in defence FDI cap to 49% from 26% through FIPB 
route ‐management control to be with Indian company and 
defence spend allocation of Rs2290bn (+12% yoy).

This would encourage order flow for defence centric companies
and attract investments from foreign players.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : L&T, BEL, BEML, Walchandnagar Ind, Pipavav Defence etc.

DEFENCE
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BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT

POSITIVE

Investment allowance at 15 % to a manufacturing company
that invests more than Rs.250 mn in any year in new plant &
machinery. The benefit to be available for 3 years till FY17.

Excise duty concessions extended beyond 30th June 2014 for a
period of 6 months up to 31st December 2014.

Encourage capital goods & manufacturing companies to focus
on their capital expenditure.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : L&T, EIL, BHEL, Siemens , AIL, Thermax, etc. 

An investment of an amount of Rs.378.8 bn in NHAI and State
Roads is proposed which includes Rs.30 bn for the North East.

This move would benefit capital goods companies which are
manufacturing & supplying material handling, road construction
equipment for these projects.

COMPANIES IMPACTED :   TIL, TRF, ACE, Cummins, Kirloskar Oil, etc. 

Rs.4 bn allocated for a scheme for solar power driven
agricultural pump sets and water pumping stations.

This move would benefit Agricultural engine & pumpsets
manufactures .

COMPANIES IMPACTED : Yuken, Shakti Pumps, KSB, etc. 

ENGINEERING & CAPITAL GOODS
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FMCG & FOOD PROCESSING

BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT

POSITIVE

Personal Income‐tax exemption limit raised by Rs. 50,000.
Investment limit under section 80C of Income‐tax Act raised
from Rs. 1 Lakh to Rs.1.5 Lakh. Deduction limit on account of
interest on loan in respect of self occupied house property
raised from Rs1.5 Lakh to Rs. 2 Lakh.

This will increase disposable income in the hands of consumers
which may drive sales volume for FMCG companies.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : HUL, ITC, Dabur India, Britannia Industries, Jyothy Laboratories, Marico, Emami, etc.

To incentivize expansion of processing capacity, reduction in
excise duty on specified food processing and packaging
machinery from 10% to 6%.

All food processing companies will be benefited.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : Britannia Industries, Agro Tech Food, DFM Food, Hatsun Agro, etc.

Reduction in basic custom duty (BCD) on Fatty acids, crude
palm stearin, RBD and other palm stearin, specified industrial
grade crude oils from 7.5% to Nil for manufacture of soaps
and oleo‐chemicals.
Reduction in BCD Crude on glycerin from 12.5% to 7.5% and
crude glycerin used in the manufacturing of soaps from 12.5%
to Nil.

This will benefit soap manufactures as their Raw Material cost
will reduce.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : HUL, Godrej Consumer, ITC, etc.
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FMCG & FOOD PROCESSING

BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT

NEGATIVE

Specific excise duty on cigarettes in the range of 11% to 72%
(Similar increase in duty on Cigars and Cigarillos). Excise duty
on pan masala is being increased from 12% to 16%, while on
unmanufactured tobacco increased from 50% to 55% and on
gutkha & chewing Tobacco increased from 60% to 70%.

This move will increase the prices of cigarettes, gutkha &
chewing tobacco impacting their sales volume.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : ITC , Godfrey Philips, VST industries, Kothari Products etc.
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BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT

POSITIVE

Higher budgetary allocation for Rural & Urban Infrastructure
Development:
PMGSY – Rs.145 bn; RIDF – Rs.250 bn; NHAI – Rs.380 bn.

This would encourage investment in the sector and enhance
the order inflows for Infrastructure companies.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : All Infrastructure Companies.

Plans to construct 8500 kms of National Highways during the
current financial year.

To result in higher order inflows for companies engaged in
development of roads & highways.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : L&T, IRB, ITNL, Sadbhav Engineering & Other Road Developers.

Allocation of Rs.116 bn for the development of Outer Harbour
Project in Tuticorin for Phase‐I. Plans to award 16 new ports in
the current financial year.

To result in higher order inflows for companies engaged in port
development.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : L&T, Gujarat Pipavav, Adani Ports, Dredging Corp, etc. 

INFRASTRUCTURE
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INFRASTRUCTURE

BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT

POSITIVE

Doubling of gas transmission pipeline capacity from current
15,000 Kms over the next few years.

To help improve gas demand & reduce dependency on other
energy sources over the long run. Also would result in higher
order inflows for companies engaged in manufacturing & laying
pipelines.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : L&T, Punj Lloyd, Maharashtra Seamless, Jindal Saw, etc.

Planning to introduce Infrastructure Investment Trusts (InvITs) This would help raise long‐term finance for infrastructure
projects, thus providing better liquidity to infra companies
mainly engaged in annuity projects.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : L&T, IRB, ITNL, GVK, GMR & Other Asset based  Infrastructure Companies.
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METALS & MINING

BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT
POSITIVE

Basic Custom duty on imported flat rolled products of
stainless steel hike from 5% to 7.5%

Positive for Domestic stainless steel manufacturers

COMPANIES IMPACTED : Jindal Stainless Steel. etc.

POSITIVE

Export duty on Bauxite hiked to 20% from 10% To result in higher availability of raw materials for domestic
players

COMPANIES IMPACTED : Hindalco and Sesa Sterlite

POSITIVE

Reduction in steel grade limestone and steel grade dolomite
from 5% to 2.5%

To result in lower input cost for Steel and Refractories
Manufacturers.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : All Steel & Refractories  Manufacturers

NEGATIVE

Basic Custom duty on Met Coke increased to 2.5% from NIL Negative for all Steel Manufacturers

COMPANIES IMPACTED : Tata Steel, JSW Steel, JSPL, etc.
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POWER

BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT

POSITIVE

Extension of sunset clause by three year i.e. upto 31st March
2017 for claiming tax benefits (Sec. 80‐IA).

The move will be highly beneficial for all the power generation
and distribution companies and will encourage faster capacity
additions.

COMPANIES IMPACTED :  NTPC, Tata Power, Reliance Power, KEC, etc.

Greater emphasis on enhancing domestic coal production &
also assuring adequate supply of coal to power plants which
are already commissioned or would be commissioned by
March 2015.

Positive for Coal India as it would help increase its production.
Also it would be beneficial to power generating companies who
are operating plants at lower PLF due to non‐availability of coal.

COMPANIES IMPACTED: All Thermal power companies.

NEUTRAL

Marginal increase in Custom Duty on Bituminous Coal along
with increase in Clean Energy Cess from Rs.50/tonne to
Rs.100/tonne.

To result in slight increase in power cost which would be
insignificant. Also no impact on Coal India as this would be a
pass‐through.
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REAL ESTATE

BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT

POSITIVE

Plans to provide incentives for REITS having pass through for
the purpose of taxation.

This would encourage investment in the sector and enhance
liquidity which in turn would help developers.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : DLF, Phoenix Mill, Prestige & Other Real Estate Companies.

FDI conditions of built‐up area & capital requirement reduced
from 50,000 sq.mtrs to 20,000 sq.mtrs & from $10 mn to
$5mn with 3‐years post completion lock‐in. Further, projects
which commits atleast 30% of the total project cost for low
cost affordable housing will be exempted from the above
criteria’s except for 3‐year post completion lock‐in.

To encourage higher investment in the sector via FDI route.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : All Real Estate Companies.

Allocation of Rs.40 bn to NHB for Low Cost Affordable
Housing.

To benefit companies engaged in construction & development
of low‐cost housing projects.

COMPANIES IMPACTED :  Ashiana Housing, HDIL, Mahindra Lifespace etc. 

Increase in deduction limit of interest on loan in respect of
self‐occupied house property from Rs.1.5 lakh to Rs.2 lakh.

This would encourage higher investment in real‐estate .

COMPANIES IMPACTED : All Real Estate Companies.
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BUDGET MEASURES IMPACT

POSITIVE

Allocation of Rs. 286.35 bn for Sarv Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) and
Rs. 49.66 bn for Rashtriya Madhyamic Shiksha Abhiyan
(RMSA) in FY2014‐15.
Allocate a sum of Rs. 1 bn for setting up virtual classrooms as
Communication Linked Interface for Cultivating Knowledge
(CLICK) and online courses.

This move is expected to create more opportunities for the
companies which provide education solutions such as
government /PPP ‐ ICT solutions in K‐12 Government schools.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : Zee Learn, NIIT Ltd, HCL, etc. 

Allocation of Rs.5.0 bn for launching Pan India Programme
“Digital India” and Rs.1 bn for launching Programme for
promoting “Good Governance”.

This move is positive for IT companies involved in core banking
solutions and e‐ Governance projects.

COMPANIES IMPACTED : Oracle, Wipro, Infosys, Polaris, CMC, HCL,  etc.

TECHNOLOGY
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